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Peter Raacke 
•  Received National Best of the Best Design Award 
•  Berlin International Association’s Chairman 

Advisory Board Member 
•  Head Judge of Judging Panel of International 

Design Show 
•  Awarded silver medallion from Milan, International 

Physics Award 
 

Rolf A. Kluenter  
•  Germany Famous Sculptures 
•  Designer of Berlin Bear 
•  1980 Germany Düsseldorf Best Design 
•  1981 Germany Cologne Design Award 
•  1988 Nepal Tribhuvan University & National 

Education Foundation Award 
•  1988 Nepal Tourism Board Highest Honours 

Award 

Party Queen Design Adviser 



Berlin Bear Exhibition by Rolf A.Kluenter  

Peter Raacke’ s artwork 

Party Queen features  
American-born Chinese designer Fantasy Tang is the 
man who brings to life Party Queen- a black- haired and 
mysteriously charming cartoon character inspired by 
Hollywood's party culture. A graduate of New York 
University, Tang found his talent in character creation, 
graphic design and illustration. Now in his early 30’s, 
the young designer has won numerous design awards 
in the United States and created character for Sony 
Entertainment and Sony production. The hip character 
Party Queen was molded by Tang was the creative input 
of a team of international designers hailing from 
Germany, France, Italy, Korea, Japan and the Middle 
East. Their creative imagination forms a down- to- earth 
the Asian girl taken over by western life who is 
transformed into a style icon. With cosmetic, 
accessories and a range of lifestyle product, the Party 
Queen collection reflect the character’s confidence, 
independence, and indulgence as she pursues her 
pleasurable and trendy lifestyle. 

Rolf A.Kluenter 

Peter Raacke 



Party Queen Concept 

Lifestyle 

Trendy 

Beauty 

Fashion 



Party Queen Theme 

Music 

Entertainment 

Dance 

Girls Talk 

Dream 

Love 



Do you want to be a                        ? 



Party Queen Profile 

•  Name: Party Queen 
•  Sex: Female 
•  Constellation: virgin 
•  Character: confident, 

independent 
•  What I like most: Party, 

Fashion, Beauty  
•  Pet: Mr. P 



Party Queen Image 

•  Stylish haircut - Deep in her heart is sweet 
and graceful. She is a love specialist 

 

•  Glamorous eye - Looking stunned with 

glamorous eye, long hair & fashionable 
dressing, Party Queen is a representation of 
tardiness. 

 

•  Fashionable dressing - A girl who is 
confident and charming. She loves fashion and 
beauty. And she is a trend-setter. 

 
 



Party Queen Icon 



Party Queen Graphic 



Party Queen Graphic 



Party Queen Graphic 



Party Queen Graphic 



Party Queen Accessories 



Party Queen Fashion Jewelry achieves dual-use, with superb style and personalized design. It absolutely shows 
personal style which is suitable for different occasion’s parties. The beauty of classical art and modern pop elements, 
highlights the extraordinary quality of the collector in pursuit of the personality and essence. 





Party Queen Sunglasses claiming the most popular styles, emphasis 
elegant unique. The charm of oriental Italian design, with latest 21st 
century license and certification, shows its special elegant and 
unprecedented style. UV400 sunscreen with high-end feature effectively 
obstructs the sun and ultraviolet lights. 





Party Queen Tee managed by Roland 
Yeung, completely adapts fabric imported 
from Japan adding precious Swarovskii hot 
rhinestones, recalling the most popular style 
of cutting. It highlights the theme of party 
leisure and elegant trendy. Roland Yeung is 
the designated director of local well-known 
fashion I.T. brand.  



Party Queen Make up 





Party Queen Salon 

Party Queen Hair Salon is a brand new project launched by its agent. In the salon, Party 
Queen’s secret of being a beauty is not a secret any more. All PQ products are available in 
the salon, such as evening dress, bags, T-Shirt, sunglass, jewelry, cosmetics, etc. 
 
  



Simulate drawing 

More importantly, PQ Hair Salon offers hair and beauty 
care VIP services to the customers, who can enjoy 
first-class care services and become as fashionable as 
Party Queen is. PQ Hair Salon will soon become the 
most recommended salon for celebrities, fashion 
icons, and socialites. 



Simulate drawing 



Party Queen Handbag store 

Party Queen's handbag 
and jewelry will be the 
romantic French culture in 
an elegant style and enjoy 
the gentle Italian art 
dedicated to the country 
as a whole distinguished 
fashion of women. 
 
The design ideas 
incorporating 
architecture, sculpture, 
painting, literature, 
music, religion, art, 
philosophy, to create a 
past and present, 
elegant fashion and 
cultural charm.  
 



Simulate drawing 

Party Queen Italian leather using traditional craft and 
modern technology, the optimum combination of leather 
material, superb craft Road after dozens of hand to create 
a more perfect form for each one Party Queen genuine 
leather, so that each of the pursuit of a noble woman of 
fashion Party Queen leather love crush.  
 
Party Queen handbags jewelry chain stores selling 
categories are:  Fashion accessories, sunglasses, T-
shirts, women's leather handbags, cocktail bag, etc  



Simulate drawing 



Hong Kong Bubble Mon Licensing 
•  E-mail Address (Hong Kong): sales@bubblemon.com •  Website: http://www.bubblemon.com •  Telephone (Hong Kong): 852-31070717 
 

Contrast Us: 



Copyright (C) Party Queen Co. All Rights Reserved. 
Licensed by bubblemon.com  


